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DISTRIBUTED EXPERT SYSTEMS: 
FACILITY ADVISOR 

Barry G. Silverman 
Institute for Artificial Intelligence, George Washington University, 

Washington, DC 

Henry.H. Hexmoor, Ravi Rastogi, and Joseph Chang 
IntelliTek, Inc., Rockville, Maryland 

INTRODUCTION 

chapter describes design considerations, progress to date, and next steps for 
loping a set of cooperating expert systems called the FACILITY ADVISOR 
can support real-time operations, off-line planning, and adaptive behavior at 
ities in general and at spacecraft p u n d  facilities in particular. The focus of 
FAClLUY ADVISOR is to supporl the distributed problem protocols and 
~vior that traditional expert systems technology tends to ignore. The god is to 
3 a FACJWTY ADVISOR shell that (1) consists of a number of validated, 
eta1 elements that can be tailbred to the individual supervisory positions at any 
~ity, (2) can support the distributed problem-solving aspects of these jobs, and 
:an successfully be extended (or integrated with any previously existing stand- 
le supervisory expert system) to support the stand-alone nondistributed super- 
cry control problems encounted at that position. 
3ecause of the relative newness of distributd expert system (DES) technology 
the no-risk requirement of facility operations, a DES testbed activity for the 

ZILITY ADVISOR is described. Whether or not aU the goals of the F A C ~ I T Y  
VISOR can be met, the testbed is also expected to provide, at a minimum, a 
S training ground, lessons learned, how-to-do-it manuals, and insights into 
:grating DESs into facility opecations and planning activities, 
4n increasing number of facilities exist where a semiautomated process is op- 
;ed and c~ntroIled by a team of h u ~  S U P ~ W ~ S O ~ ~  Operators. For example, in 
+pica1 telewmmunications network, three main facilities include (I) an orbit 
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facility that has orbit equations wnceming all orbiring platforms and that is the 
source of raw orbit information needed ta support each spacemft acquisition event; 
(2) a telecommunicatinns control center that receives spacecraft acquisition sched- 
ule requts~s from various users (customersf, which ir in turn merges with mw orbit 
dam t~ generate a message that the ground terminal can use to "acquirt" the 
spacecraft at the appropriate time, location, and frequency; and 0) a ~elcomrnu- 
nicatisns ground terminal that emr checks incoming acquisition messages and, jf 
they pass acceptability tests, proceeds to acquire the appropriate spcecmfi at the 
scheduled interval. In each of these facilities, there is a hierarchy of humanstaffed 
positions, each responsible for a subset of the overall task of mming the process, 

This chapter describes a set of expen systems IESsj to be researched, builr, and 
connected as a DES. The intent is to showJ a generic expert system approach (1) 
to -in classes of human supervisory positions commonly encounkred in many 
facilities (c. g., facility schedulers, worksration optmto~s, and facility hardwan! 
sofrware fault detection positions) a d  (2) to create a cooperating set of expert 
systems designed ro operate in a loosely coupled hierarchy (i-e., a DES) that can 
sewe as a FACILITY ADVISOR, The FACILTTY ADVISOR is a set of ES kernels 
that: potentidly can be taElored to any facility. An overview of h i s  chapter can be 
offered in terms of three principal areas of activity: 

Cogtiition dpad Pr0mc01 AnuIysis Studies. The extensive results to dak in 
studying human operators' protocols in ground facilities are being inc- 
rated and extended, pamcularly in terms of adaptive problem-solving pro. 
toc01s that support the "telescience8 ' conmpr . 
Logical Model of h e  DES. The protocol and cognitive results have k r  
formulated into an iddized facility level blackboard ES. The logical mode 
as descrjbed in this chapter provides design guidelines for (1)  each of thl 
aver one dozen components of that E S ,  12) how these components in- 
on bofh an intra- and interfacility level, and (3) an idealized dual-calm: 
approach wherein real-time operations are supported by fast ESS and plannin 
functions are off-loaded to more p a w d l  plausible reasoning expert system: 

3 . PhysicaI lmpl~mentafion: DES P r o f o w e  Testbed. Seven1 of he key elf 
ments of the logical mod4 have already been impicrntnted on the VAX ar 
LISP machine. These are explained as a= t h e  ser of zasks anticipated 
research and extend the protorype fulty into a genefir F.SCLITX' ADVJSa 
that holds thc potentid to be used at actual facilities. 

Beause of the research nature of the FACILIm ADVISOR. it is hop& that 
can serve as a training ground for next knowledge engineers and a testbed 1 
demonstrating and teaching how ESs and DESs may be created. For each o f t  
three areas of research jusr mentioned, a set af items are being ~enerated 

L 

pmvide (1) how-to-do-it handbaks, ( 2 )  good design examples that can be en 
lated, (3) discussion of tools that have proved useful in the varicrrrs l aowla  
engineering steps. and (4) lessons learned in the DES arena. 



. Hierarchical Framework Definition 

merous metaphors exist in which decnzralized, loosely coupled collections of 
ities cooperate in task execution and result syntheses. The entities cooperate in 
sense that none of them has sufficient information to solve h e  entire problem 

utud sharing of information is necessary to d o w  the gmups as a whole to 
uce an answer or result. By decentralized, it is meant that both control and 

ta are Iagically and often spatially distributed; there is neither global control nor 
bal data storage. There is often a hierarchy ia which wnml is delegated along 

subtas ks responsibility. Finally, lo~seLy coupled means that individual entities 
e to spend more time in computation than in communscation. 

For example, the human brain is organized into a hierarchy, each level of which 
firms higher and higher mental functions: 

1. The human brain is hypothesized to be a composite structure consisting of 
at least three layers: (a) a repuari brain that provides basic &exes and 
instinctive responses; (b) an old mammalian brain that is more sopbisticltted 
and capable of emotions and delayed responses; and (c) a new 1' 

brain that can imagine, plan, and manipulate abs- gym*. .The outer 
layers inhibit and modulate the more phit ivmdencies  of .the h e r  layers, 

' 7 -  

2. Within each layer a hi-by of distrib;ted inDhigeitm+d.is.conn& to 
each separate sensory-motor system. These k b m e  &reas&@ in&lated 
at the higher levels and eventually meqe into a unified c&and and antml 
structure. This enables a. complex organism to coorchate its actions in pursuit 
of high-level gods. 

It seems clear that intelligent human behavior is not achieved by ow large 
'mutine" but by numerous, s d ,  distributed, and independent centers of Intel- 
gence working in harmony with mch other. 
By fit: same taka, one could envision a FACILITY ADVISOR as a hierarchy 

of w v d  levels with multiple, stand-alone d e s  of intelligence distributed 
throughout each level. F i g u ~  1 illusmtes how the FA- ADVXSOR will 
capture this distributed characteristic. The three lowest layers axe what exist at 
present-day automated facilities, while the two higher layers are s M d  by humans; 
employed in these facilities. While many facilities are curzently sponsoring stand- 
dune ES projects to support one or the other of the "example station positions," 
there is no attempt at present to approach the facility as a camplete unit, which in 

'!is ~hown in Figure 1 , the bottom three layers of a facility (i .e., existing au- 
tarnation, existing smsodactuators, and actual facility hardwardsaftware) c;m be 

. viewed as camponding to the reptilian brain, sensory system, and motor parts 
(body), respectively. These three levels already exist at various facilities (such as 

I NASA Goddard .Space F%&t met') as the automatic wntd execution and feed- 
-1 . 

' .. H.  5 .' back and @itern parts. 
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1 ,  INTRODUCTION 

The goal of the FACILITY ADVISOR is to irnpIement DES technology c o ~  
espondiag to the two upper layers. The two higher levels are not simply a clollec- 
ion of three or four stand-done ESs. Like brain level counterparts, each of the 
kur boxes (MANAGER plus three example stations) in fact contain a sei of spe- 
2ialized but cooperating ESs each capable of performing a single, intelligent func- 
tion. 

I -2. Distributed Expert Systems 

At this point it is useful to extend the DES capabilities discussion to a general 
view of DES advantages and disadvantages. This will hopefully set the stage for 
the reader to understand some of the research issues and motivations involved with 
any DES or hierarchy of ESs that might- be attempted. To begin with, several of 
the potential advantages of a DES approach are summarized in the top half of Table 
1. In short, DESs are achieved by relaxing central control, eliminating global 
knowledge, and permitting entities to select the tasks on which they will work. If 
this is wrried too far, the individual entities could begin to encounter any of several 
pitfalls listed in the bottom half of Table 1 along with selected solution techniques. 

The item in Table 1 have served to highlight a few of the reasons for choosing 
a DES approach and a few of the research questions that need to be considered 
careful1y in order to build an effective DES such as a FACILITY ADVTSOR. More 
will be said on each of these items in ensuing sections. At this paint, it seems 
fruitful to introduce one final issue: the role of blackboards in a DES. 

Traditionally, well-stmctured programs exhibit high degrees of modularity where 
each module performs a specific task. An impomnt distinction, however, is the 
manner in which control is passed $0 perform a given task. Decentralized control 
is an essential feature of a system able to decompose a problem before it solves it. 

T o  understand this distinction, it is useful to envision a trend from traditionally 
designed distributed software programs to DESs. For the s a k ~  of clarity, DESs 
will be discussed as a range from blackboard ESs to full DESs as displayed across 
the top of Table 2. The ESS focused on here are the more sophisticated because 
they use blackboards (e.g . , HEARSAY IT) For communicating knowledge between 
individual specialist ESs . ES nodes of fully decentralized DESs are generalists 
rather than specialists and all entities can perform any tasks. 

Btiefly , it can be seen that blackboard ESs impose less certainty in the control 
structure than traditional designs. One of the reasons to build blackboard ESs is to 
allow different points of view from different specialists to be aired, hypotheses to 

be tested, and conclusions to be reached on the basis of the best available (and 
uncertain) information. Despite the power of this approach, experiments have shown 
that it leads to potentially redundant and unnecessaq processing and the fomu- 
lation of answers that am ultimately rejected. This i s  a redundancy that, if not 
carefully controlled, can be deleterious to the speed and ability of real-time appli- 
cations. 

In the same context. fully decentralized DFSs allow entitles at different levels 
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full heedom of choice in not only who to task but for whom they will work. 
result is entities receiving commands from higher-level entities and deciding which 
task assignment to pursue. This permits bus). nodes to shed workload and idle ones 
ro pick up the slack. Finally, since an enti9 possesses i m a l  metaknowledge, it 
will not process a task assignment it "knows" i t  cannot do well. 

The lesson of this discussion is to permit multiple types of mntml ranging from 
centralized to fully decentralized DESS as appropriate to the application. 11 is 
possible also to consider an adaptive fleilmingj mechanism that can dynamically 
determine the appropriate combination: for example. an entiry might sisn out miy 
deccnvalized and through experience recognize either a few specialists or possibly 
one it should always return to with a given problem. Empirical studies for each 
application will be necessary to determine which forms of control (three from Table 
2 plus the adaprive) are most appropriate, An adaptive technique is elaborated in 
Section 1.3.3. 

1.3. Goals for the FACILITY ADVISOR 

One of the goals for the FACILITY ADVISOR* is to explore how three worthy 
design guidelines can successfully be integrated. 

7.3.1. Supervisory Controller Position PCP)  &pert Systems. Many of 
the ground operations personnel are employed a1 automated worksta~ions. The 
person plus the workstation comprise three levels of intelligence at the position: 
one human supervisor plus two computerized lower levels of intelligence (see 
Figure 1). For convenience of discussjon. all three level positions shall be referred 
to as SCPs: the reader .can mentally replace the term SCP with any other word 
(E .g . , scheduler, operator, analyst, or command controUer) . ESs built for facilities, 
be they stand-alone ESs or part of a DES, must carefully be integrated inlo the 
SCP tripartite if they are to be useful as suggested by the communjcarian control 
lines in Figure 2 .  

1.3.2. Cooperative tnterdependen t Behavior. Wn il e musr SCPs have =I- 
atively welldefined areas of responsiblity. in order LC) do their job they must in- 
terface and cooperate with other SCPs. For example. within s given facilit), there 
are generally at least three (and often many more) interacting positions: i i )  the 
scheduler. who decides when equipment and other resources may be aUocated to 
suppon each user, (2) the operator, who uses the resources to perfom a user- 
requesred service and who derects and corrects qualitj probitn~s of the end product 
te.g., message code errors and data ser noises) by obtaining inputs from the equip- 
ment monitor to assist in problem isolation tasks, and (31 an equipment monitor. 
wha detects and isolates equipment and resource problems and either correcth them 

*]I should be noted that not a11 elemen& gf the FACILITY ADVISOR DE.5 will he ESb. Some demenls 
will use nun-= forms and algorithms of anificial inrelligence (A1 1. and ather elententh will be pbjecrs. 
frames. andlor databases. The acronym DES. however. will be used is this chapter. tc, encompass all 
the elcmenth . 



1 Advantages and Research Issues of the DES Approach 

Benefits of DES 

ed ReliabIIlty and Flexibility. Achieved through redundancy irt communication 
4 and DES entities and through the modularity of design (which permits inwemental 
Ion of new entities and communication paths). 
ed ReaC77m Response. Achieved through parallelism and through the placement of 
IS entities near sensing devices and devices to be controlled. 
Zommunicalion Costs. Achieved by abstracting {preprocessing) data for transmission 
tring communication bandwidth requirements) and by placing DES entities near the 
(reducing the distanm over which the  data must be transmitted). 
Processing Costs. Achieved through the use of cheaper, less-complex processors, 
h can be mass produced, and through load sharing (allowing relatively idle DES 
res to handle some of the work of a busy processing node). 
3d Software Complexily. Achieved by decomposing the problem-salving task in10 
asks, each more specialized than the overall task; the result of this decomposition is 
ced soRware complexity at each DES entity (whlch performs a small number of 
asks) as compared to one piece of structured software performing the complete task. 
ed Search Space. The decomposition minimizes potentials lor combinatorial 
~Iosion." Each DES entity only "worries about'* a portion of the search space, This 
Ices solution time by an order of magnitude and increases near real-time CapaMllty. 
System Specialization. Complex behavior is achieved by the coordination of less 

~plex, narrowly focused entities of "specialists." The naturle of living entities can be 
rlated more accurately, a feature that at a minimum facilitates acquisition and 
tagement of the knowledge base. 
ing Incomplete, Uncertain, Conlllcting Information. Like ESs, DES are adept at 
:ling the best possible conclusion in the presence of partial and uncertain 
rmation. One oi  their purposes, however, Is to be better than ESs for handling 
fticting information from alternate knowledge sources or sensors. 

DES UmRatjans 10 Avoid 

TopLevel Control. I f  top-level control is extremely weak (or nonexistent), the 
lordinale speclalists may speak up in different, possibly conflicting voices. Multiple 
ttral must not be allowed to substitute for unitary control and the decomposition 
ct~on must be carefully and thoroughly tested. 
cessary Processing. Entities will accept and perform tasks that other entities are 
3ady doing unless a careful scheme to prevent this is incorporated. It is necessary to 
lude some form of rnetalevel status exchange. 
of Synchronization. Withwt proper guidance, enUties can get cut of synch (timewise 
functionwise) and be unable to understand each other. Again, i t  is nscessary to 
zhange a metaleve1 view of their local problem-solving task, 
rated Communication Channels. Interactions (communications) among entities in a 
dributed architecture are generally slower than computations. The framework for 
operation must minimize aommunicatlon to avoid channel saturation and to avoid 
tities sltting idle while messages are being transmitted. 
~ptimal Results. Reduced search spaces of each specialist can lead them to less than 
rtimal conclusions unless the decomposition and results synthesis functions provide 
bust and possibly parallel subtask dlocalions. 
gating MistakedNo Learning. 77-19 same probjems, if always handled the same way, will 
ad to repetition of mistakes. Learning should be accornp4ished either by incorporating a 
nemory" or introducing it manually as in the Japanese quality control approach." 

lalrty is introduced into Japanese products by identifying each product defecl as it occurs and by 
uatly correcting the product line so ~t cannot occur again Eventually. products are virtually dekcl-free. 



TABLE 2 Transfer of Control (selection) 
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Figure 2. Model of local intelligence. 
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in time for a given service to be completed or suggests an alternative equipment 
pathway for the scheduler's consideration. In addition, each of these three SCPs 
individually must interact and cooperate with their counterpam at other control 
centers and facilities to solve problems and to perform their jobs. 

Y h f  

1.3.3. Adaptive, Flexible Reasoning. The users of facilities desire and con- 
tinuously make unusual requests for services: for example, these might include, 
among other requircrnmts, (1) a large degree of flexibility in event scheduling, (2) 
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dynamically varying spacecraft instrument commanding and controlling, and (3) 
alternative telemetry formats, frequencies, and durations In short, SCPs must 
exhibit a great deal of adaptive behavior within their "well-defined" responsibility 
areas. The Space Station, as one example, is intended to be able to handle currently 
unfo~seen activities, targets of opportunity, synergistic experiment operations, aidL 
adaptive instrument behavior and to allow user interactive use of the overall system 
in a flexible, transparent manner. (This has at times been called relesciencc; tele- 
science is weU documented in the CODMAC Report [ I ]  and in Silverman et aI., 
121.) The implications for SCP ESs are in terms of two radically divergent modes 
of reasoning: at 'times SCP's must be capable of elabrate planning and adaptive 
behavior while at other times they must be prepared simply to execute the plans 
with great speed, 

2. DISTRIBUTED PROBLEM-SOLVING PROTOCOLS .g 
1 

The FACILITY ADVISOR is being designed to manage a generic version of a 
facility consisting of the three representative positions: Operator, Repairperson, 
and Scheduler. This generic facility is based on data collected over several years e 

i of knowledge engineering studies by the author at Goddard Space Right Center 2 
facilities (i.e., NCC, POCCs, MORs, DCRs, NASCOM, WSGT, and FDF) . In 
all these studids. the SCP has been described in terms of the three levels of intel- # 
ligence portrayed earlier in Figure 1 and as funher elaborated in Table 3 [3, 41. f 

$i As can be seen h r n  Table 3, Supemisoxy Control Nodes tend to leave the most 5 
intellectually arduous cognitive functions up to the h m n  supervisory operator: .% 
for example, (1) the anomaly troubleshooting of the Real-Time Controller, (2) .the 
stochastic, plausible reasoning of the Problem Solver and Planner, or (3) the learn- 
ing side of the Metahowledge and Learning. Even so, with m n t  day artificd 
intelligence (AI) and ES techniques it is becoming increasingly possible to repla 
many functions of the human at the third and highest level of local intelligence. 
For the sake of jllusmtion, the human will be called a Specialist and the human 
msks will not be explained as if his or her cognitive functions were separate, quasi- 
intelligent elements (as indeed they are) of his or her brain. - 

2.1. Cognitive functioning of a Specialist 

Once a task is sent to the External Blackboard. any supervisory Specialist that tak 
responsibility for that task must be structured with the nine generic elements 
Table 3. The task enters the Specialist as a message decoded by the Communicato 
Network Listener and is placed on the Internal Blackboard in queue with 0th 
tasks needing to be handled by that node. First, the Negotiator references th 
Metahowledge and Learner to determine if the task can indeed k done intern 
and then Chair decides the sequence of tasks tn be processed with the aid of 
Fusionlsituation Recognizer. Anomaly-free tasks are generallj. handled hy thc R 
Time Controller, who takes the necesssar) steps to complete the tart. places 



TABLE 3 Handllng of Cognltlve FuncHons at Each Local SCP By Three Levels of Intelligence 
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along with tasks for other Specialists on the Internal Blackboard, and gen- 
cmtes task nsults information useful t~ h e  Accounter/Loggcr. Anomalous lash, 
rn the other hand. if accepted, are prcprocesscd by the Problem Solver and Planner, 
who attempts to evaluate alternative solutions md LO identi@ the proper sequence 
for the Real-Time Controller to then execute. Metaknowldgc and Learning 
as the repositoty of inioma~jon about what dternatives the Problem Solver and 
Planne~ should consider, including the possibility of refcring the task lo a corn- 
pletely separate Specialist for help, for result sharing. or for subtasks assi$nmenc. 
Negotiator is again used in subtask assiymenl interactions (i. e., subcontractjng). 

9 .  Metahowledge and Learning also "learns. as time progresses. which alkrna- 
tives, which solutions, and which other Specidisrs are mos1 useful and which are 
most counterproducti ve for each type of exchange. 

2.2. The Multiple SCP Protocol for s Single Facility 

The multiple SCP protocol is typified for one illustrative facility as shown in FiguR 
3.  whee then are three SCPs that specia!!ze. respectively. in Bcilit)) scheduling, 
'acility aperation, and facility repair. The* Schedule Master is responsible for a]- 
scaring the faciliq's equipment and other resources along a tin~eline that will 

lure 3. Multiple SCP blackbarding at an illustrative Zacilify, EOS-execution order for a 
~ciaiisl; SAR-spacialrct activation request. 
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assure response to user service requests. The Operator in turn receives the schedule 
(authorization) and uses his or her l d  intelligence to assure the service is per- 
formed in a satisfactory fashion. If any problems arise that the Operator cannot 

j wnrect, the Repairperson is contacted for assistance with the equipment or other 
resources andlor the Operator requests new schedules andor resource allocations 
of the Schedule Master as needed. The Repairperson is constantly monitoring 
equipment aperations and will alert the Operat~r and Schedule Master of new 
allocation requi~ments as needed. Other interactions exist as well. The Repair- 
person can learn more about the source of an equipment problem by asking the 
Operator about the symptoms. The Schedule Master in turn needs the Repairper- 
son's recommendations for alternative (backup] equipment pathways that can be 
scheduled so as to minimize h~rruptions to other previously planned activities. 

The intrafacility interactions facilitated only in part by the existing auto- 
mation at each Specialist's workstation. For example, the Operator can generally 
call up displays that show equipment sensor feedback data and hereby attempt to 
infer whether the source of a problem is equipment related (rather than opetationaI). 
If so, the Operator would then compose a repair message to be sent to the Re- 
pairperson. However, the information is not always on the computer and voice 
interaction is often necessary. While current levels of automation can at times assist 
the Specidist, at other times it can actually contribute to increased workbad and 
deteflorated performance , 

2.3. Interfacility Cooperation and Protocols 

In addition to the interactions within a given facility, each Specialist interacts with 
his or her counterpart at one or more other facilities. For example, the Schedule 
Master must exchange messages with a hierarchy of other Scheduler nodes in order 
to perform many of the planning responsibilities. The Operator may need to com- 
municate with Operators at other facilities, for example, to isolate sources of mes- 
sage emrs or, as another example, to obtain authority to assist in comting an 
incorrect ID. The Repairperson in turn helps in the process of isolating which 
facility is the problem origination point in the event of a hard to isolate equipment 
problem, 

While much interfacility exchange is facilitated by currently planned workstation 
automation, the human-to-human exchange is common and will probably remain 
so for the foreseeable future. These exchanges tend to be voice-based, although 
some of them seem to be migrating to teletype. For these reasons, it is essential 
to explore how much of the interfacility problem solving can be assumed by the 
DES when there are humans at the other facilities. To what extent will these 
individuals be able to migrate voice communications to teletype exchanges? Even 
more importantly, will they be willing to have natural language dialogues with an 
expert system and how can the effectiveness of these exchanges be maximized? 
These and other human factor engineering issues comprise some of the research 
tasks needed. 
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2.4. Real-Time Execution Protocols 

Real-time controlling is a continuous function. 24 hours a day, of monitoring and 
controlling activities, scanning a selection of critical parameters, seeking cautionary 
or out of limit conditions (or alarms), and low-level inferencing along c a u s e - e ~ ~ ~ ~  
lines. For example, in terns of operator screen settings consider a condition for 
which the logical and necessary aaion is Y. Here X might be.an input that occurs 
in the presence of an initial or cumnt  system state while Y might be the outputs 
that lead to a final or next system state. In this fashion, chains of such deductive 
sequences can be envisioned where 17, for example. becomes a condition forcing 
ye1 another state transition action called 2. For the supervisory operator in a real- 
time setting, the deductive sequence just elaborated occupies the majority of &= 
operator's time and there are a multitude of control variables to be managed in 
exactly this fashion, with rarely a need to caII the Problem Solver and Planner. 

Real-time controller functions require the human lor ES) to respond to each new 
"situation " and ( 3 )  to deduce that a set of rules or sequence of sreps must now be 
attempted, (2) to recall those steps from memory tor from a look-up norebook), 
and (3) to execute those steps rapidly. A "s~tuatjond" calculus can readily be 
conceptualized (although tedious to develop) in which human h o w l e d  ge is Orga- 
nized into and replaced by one of five categories of (modus ponens) rules: trami- 
tion. initialization, status, control, and accounting. Such a calculus has been dem- 
onstrated with the use of our Hierarchical Control System Environment (HCSE) 
ISl. 

2.5. Alternative Planning Protocols 

Pkanning and adaptive reasoning require repeated construction and testing of alter- 
native plans and subplans, the weighing of different pieces of evidence. and much 
"miUing over" the pros and cons of choices that can be made. In short, there is 
no valid reason to try and constrain SCPs to a single uniform calculus and the 
proposed approach involves two distinctly separate reasoning approaches (calculi) 
for the real-time and off-line functions, respecrively. Furthemore. there is no 
uniform off-line calculus for all SCPs. However, a relatively limited number of 
planning calculi can be formulated that occur repeatedly across alI facilities. In 
particular. each Specialist engages in  three intenelated types of planning: 

I .  Routine operations planning that includzs the preparation of ordered timelines 
for equipment allocations and services performed. 

2 .  Active period planning (or replanning) that includes problem solving needed 
to continue operations when changes andlor anomalies occur. 

3. Long-term adaptive planning that is responsible to relatively major shifts in 
user patterns andlor user service requests. 

The first two of these levels currently are partially automated in many existing 
SCPs and one can envision klatively off-the-shelf ES technology. if creatively 
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applied, offering substantial inroads into the human's domain (e-g.,  "mulling over" 
of pieces of evidence can be shown to include blackboarding, opportunistic m- 
soning by multiple modules, combinations of backward and forward chaining, and 
progressive deepening aided by heuristic search functions and deptndencydirected 
bac ktmckng techniques). 
The adaptive planning is usuaIly relegated to a system engineering team. How- 

ever, there is no fundamental reason why this cannot be handled by the FACILrrY 
ADVISOR via the use of intelIigent assistant (IA) modules in each relevant Spe- 
cialist, one for each desired adaptive planning capability. As an example, an 1A 
might be created as an on-line software or data set assistant under the Operator 
SCP. This software (data set) assistant, in grossly simplified terms, could facilitate 
the facgity's ability to adapt to new user message (or telemetry) frame formats and 
content meaning by (1) containing rules that query a user for the new formats and 
content meanings, (2) suggesting to a Human SCP how to alter the faciliv's soft- 
ware (or data set) to accommodate the new formats and content meanings safety, 
and (3) inserting those changes if given the authorization to do so. 

The human would retain interactive as we11 as override capabilities in the event 
the IA's suggestions are naive or nonresponsive. 

3. DES TECHNOLOGY FOR THE FACILITY ADVISOR 

f i e  FACILITY ADVISOR implies constructing a system with an architecture 
somewhat like that shown in Figure 4. The reader can see at t h i s  point that ((I) the 
ES includes three representative Specialists plus a manager, (2) each Specialist 
.ncludes nine generic elements that need be built only once and that handle ail the 
:oopemtion and caordination needs, and (3) each Specialist includes a set of "mod- 
~les" (unnumbe~d boxes) that are unique to its opemtion. There are thus certain 
generic elements to be added to the FACILITY ADVISOR and for any facility to 
which the FACILITY ADVISOR might ultimately be applied. Furthermore, the 
Specialist-unique module sets contain elements that can and should ideally be stan- 
M i z e d  so that -any facility that wants a Specialist of that type (as part of its 
=AGILITY ADVISOR or as a stand-alone entity) will receive a validated structure 
ind certain validated knowledge base elements: the Specialist can thus be tailored 
o a given facility primarily by extending and tailoring its rule base. 

One other factor critical to the FACILITY ADVISOR is that, because a number 
)f stand-alone ESs are already under construction at existing facilities, the FA- 
3ILITY ADVISOR must provide an open environment that maximizes the ease 
vith which these third-party ESs can be incoporated into the FACILITY AD- 
JXSOR. It must provide application developers with utilities that support reuse of 
~reviously constructed components, integration of diverse components and mod- 
~les, and interfaces to their favorite ES development shells (e.g,, ART, KEE, or 
ntellishell) . 

A DES and a testbed that supports cooperation yet more-or-less autonomous 
easoning components are needed. A prototype of the FACILITY ADVISOR is 
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dy in place (see Section 4) and a number of the elements of the model have 
escribed M y  at a logical level in Section 2.0: for example, it must support 
range of control schemes (slavelike to fully distributed), several levels of 

unication interfaces (intermodule, interprocess, intmfacili ty , interfacihty) , 
tiple reasoning schemes (situational calculus, belie f-based fusion, and several 

anning calculi), and synchronization between numerous semiautonomous com- 
nents not all of which use AJ techniques. Since the FACILITY ADVISOR is 

htimately targeted for transfer to a variety of faclities, the howledge engineering 
effort must also provide a "virtual machine" that can be mapped into a wide range 
of underlying hardwaretOS environments : primary targets are parallel and distrib- 

!utd environments, 
In particular, the work to be completed and the technoiogy to be used can be 

discussed in term of the tailored modules, generic elements, and inkmtity co- 
ordination: 

1. Tailored Maduks. If the three representative specialists are considemi 
equivalent to h e  stand-alone ESs, industrywide experience would suggest 
10-20 work years of effort would be required to develop each of them fully. 
Clearly, that would be an enormous effort and in addition the DES aspects 
of the job would be ignored. To this end, the author and his staff  have already 
invested close to 10 work years of effort on these modules and have already 
completed a substantial fraction of the lcnowledge elicitation effort required 
for the representative specialists' modules (see Section 4). Because of this 
preparation, the author believes they can generate and code rules far the 
Qperator, Repahperson, and Schedule Master at the mte of about 2W+ rules 
per month for several months. * In a short period of h e ,  an extremely 
"intetesting" FACILITY ADVISOR couId be generated where "intecest- 
ing" means it could handle a relatively large number of higher-level cognitive 
functions and protocols that are important to most SCPs. This would be a 
practical limit to place on effort expended in this direction as cancerns real- 
time control and repetitive planning modules. At least an equal effort is 
contemplated, however, for collection, analysis, and coding of more complex 
protocols such as those encountered in intra- and interfacility problem-solving 
sessions, as well as for adaptive planning situations. 

2. Generic Elements. The discussion thus far also suggests a substantial in- 
vestment of effort for defining the generic elements and precisely how they 
would work. In addition, effort is needed for coding and validation testing 

*For those modules in which the knowledge col~ection obstacles have already been overcame, the 
coding of rules should be roughly equivalenl lo normal programming rates. Two hundred rules per 
month is about 10 rules per work day. This is a fairly conscrvativt estimate as most p q m m d n g  
projects can genedy generate mde at the rate of 10-40 lines per work day. 
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of these generic elements so that they can be offered as custamizrlble el, 
mtnts. The authors have had a chance to design, prototype, and test moa 
of these elements by virtue of several DES and ES jobs they arc doing. 
particular, the off-line blackboard and chair have been developed for other 
work 161 while the --time blackboard, chair, and module manager exist 
in a softwarn environment called HCSE that already is part of the FAt2U-j-y 
ADVISOR prototype (see Section 4). Schedule Master planner and replanner 
techniques will be recycled from our prototype and from our Space Station 
Customer Scheduling Expert System currently being developed for Mc- 
DonnaU-Douglas Astronautjcs Company. remaining generic elements 
exist at the detailed design level as summarized in earlier repons 13, 41. 

3. lnterentiry Coordination. Finally, the fifth level of knowledge engineering 
is intended to assure communications between diveae modules and tltmmu, 
cooperation between operating syitems of diffeen~ machines on which the 
parts of the FACILITY ARVJSOR will reside, and transportability for ap 
plicatians purposes, To leverage the effort, it would be fruitful to use tech- 
niques being developed elsewhere, to the extent possible, such as i n  the COP 
project at George Washington University . COP is a software effon to develop 
a cooperation between operating systems paelrage for a separate DES project 
that the author is involved in at George Washingtan University, which will 
dtvdop capabilities to be phased in over the next several years. COP pm- 
ently offers v e v  modest capabilities for affecting cornmuni cations between 
parallel physical processes and resource management ab*ties. In summary, 
COP is a set of functions that an application (such as a FACILITY AD- 
VISOR, specialists, blackboards, processes, or modules) can call on to es- 
tabiish logical networks to o ~ e r  applications and to select ways to send mail 
je,g. , point to point or broadcast). 

COP also currently includes certain network listener and m e ~ o w l e d g e  
functions. That is, each local COP Controller monitors the " i n t e d  net- 
work" of the computer it's instaIled a n  for messages of interesr LO appiica- 
tjons on its awn board. It also monitors the interboard networkls) fur rnes- 
sages of inkrest to applicalions on its own board. Upon finding such ms- 
sages, it places them on the internal ncrwork for routing. In these regards, 
COP acts as an interboard daemon capability. 

COP is thus a far less ambitious project than many other distributed 
operating system efforts. However, it is felt that not all DES applications 
need such power. In numerous DES applications flike the FACILITY AD- 
VISOR). once design begins it is generally clear to programmers that certain 
subsystems deseme ''privately held boards" with some capability for picking 
up added power during peak worWoad periods. Any application on a private 
board should be able to carry out operations without intervention by COP. 
This is thus taken as a currently planned extent of COP'S capability: a goal 
that would seem to be sufficient as an entire god for a DES such as the 
FACILITY ADVISOR. 
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F 
:4. CURRENT PROTOTYPE OF THE FAClLlTY ADVISOR 

If the FACILITY ADVISOR is ultimately to be used, it must be capable of handling 
realistic workload levels with a minimum of computer investment. The fundamental 
problem common to both the interfacility situation and the across-user service 
requast situation addressed here is that of managing processor resources to maintain 
the pace of the workload despite delays encountered while ~sponding to a given 
user service request. For several reasons, it is necessary to be able to create and 
manage dynamically the SCP cognitive processes, modules, or module elernents 
(subprocesses or Us). Each of these entities must be a "virtual entity," that is, 
an entity that can create a clone capable of doing a task in the same fashion as the 
busy entity could have. A virtual entity occupies no memory when it is not needed. 

It is inefficient to keep all these processes and their clones active in main memory 
simultaneously; however, for some problems the= may not be a unique decom- 
position apparent to the higher levels of the hierarchy. The point of making all 
entities in the DES intelligent (they have qetahowIedge) is to facilitate the ability 
of some entity to ask another whether it can offer a meaningful solution (or part 
of a solution) to the problem. That is, most entities must (1) keep some "listener" 
portion of themselves active and (2) in addition, an entity manager must exist that 
knows which additional entities to "awaken" for a response. This is a fully adap- 
tive control formation and one that is supportable within the COP approach. 

Progress already made toward the first version of the FACILITY ADVISOR is 
summarized in Figure 5 and described below: 

The V i m 1  Machine Hardware. T h e  virtrral machine includes seven parallel 
h a r d s  plus a host. These boards a= four Xerox LISP machines, one VAX 111 
780, and an IBM PC. One of the LISP machines also contains a PC emulation 
board. The boards are physically connected via an EtherNet except the VAX, which 
is connected separately to the host. 

The Virtual Machine Operating System (COP). The virtua1 machine straddles 
three distinct types of operating system (MESA, DQS, VMS) with the aid of the 
COP capability. A COP station exists on the host board and a local COP has been 
assigned a "beat" on each of the p a d e l  boards. 

FACILJZY ADVISOR: Off-line Manager. The Off-line Manager position has  
been prototyped in LISP on a separate machine using an in-house blackboard 
technology (developed for the ARIEL and EPMS ShelIs). In brief, the Manager 
places a planning problem or goal on the blackboard, colIects and evaluates Spe- 
cialist Activation Requests (SARs) from the various position specialists who have 
offered to solve part of the problem, and issues Execution Orders for the Specialists 
(TOSS) that it feels can make the best contributions at the present time. These 
specialists, in the prototype, are on other boards of the virtual machine. 

Schedule Master. The Off-line Master is prototyped on LISP machine #2 pri- 
marily in LISP. Objects m created for each piece of hardware, each user service 
request, service pathways, and for each of several types of constraint (e.g., priority, 
window, and service type). The LISP functions create n set of system states, 
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uristically s m h  the states, relax various constraints, and m m m e n d  feasible 
edule alternatives to which the Repairperson, Operator, and User are asked to 
pond. The find selection is sent to the Rd-Time FACILITY ADVISOR for 

xccution (at present the Red-Time FACILITY ADVISOR only executes one 
hedule alternative). 

aiprson. The investigators have coliected over 1 0 0  rules used in the 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC") Repairperson positions; however, 

y a very simple prototype has yet been implemented. This Repairperson uses 
ven LOOPS rules and 21 LISP functions to operate and monitor one piece of 

ipment (currently an object). When it detects a failure, it uses a second set of 
to isolat t and correct (or abort) the problem and it reports the result to the 

eraor. Here too, the investigators have collected over 1000 rules used by 
GSFC Oprators yet ody about 15 or 20 rules have been implemented. The Qp- 
erator is not presently integrated into the FACILJTY ADVISOR; however, it dem- 
onstrates the detection, isolation, .and correction of user request message errors as 
weU one of the explanation a d  accounting features. The Opefator was originally 
written in M. 1 but is c u m r I y  being ported to IntelliSheU, an in-house ES written 
in C and ultimately targeted to contain both forward and backward reasoning (it 
only offers backward at present). 

n e  Real- Tim FACIWTY ADVTSOR. A situational calculus capable of sup 
prting the DES real-time elements has ken tested on the VAX with the ajd of a 
DES generator called Hierarchical Control System Environment (HCSEI. HCSE 
provides a language in which to create fast, deterministic production-oriented s p e  
cidists that communicate with each other via a blackboard mechanism. Specialists 
can k encded with sets of condition-action rules and/or with more traditional 
pmedures (in FORTPAN, C, PFUXIS, or ADA). The HCSE also permits hier- 
archies of specialists to be established and executed so that lower-level experts 
execute commands from and send results and feedback to higher-level experts. 
Specialists communicate through and arc synchronized via the blackboard and chair. 
HCSE is thus a viable altemtive for testbedding the FACIWT"I ADVISOR xed- 
time elements. It may not be the ultimately chosen tool; however, skeletal e~emmts 
can be prototyped rapidly within HCSE. To that end, seven ESs were built in 
HCSB corresponding to (1) a Facility Manager, (2) a schedule Master (anive 
period), (3) an Operator, (4) a Repairperson, and (5) thee external facilities to 
emulare interfacility protocols. A busy entity cloning capabiliv wirs also tested. 
The entim real-time DES is fully documented in an earlier report 151. 

In summary, Figure 5 and its explanatory notes explain (1) the feasibility of 
off-line planning elements being comtructed in differed shells, languages, and 
machines, (2) the role of the HCSE for testbedding of real-time elements and 
modules, and (3) the cloning and virtual entity framework explained above. Albeit, 
each irem in Figure 5 is in its relative infancy and most of the dedicated machine 
(private board) allocations have been made only for proof-of-concept purposes- In 
fact, only two boards are truly needed at this point: (1) the entire off-line F A C L  
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ITY ADVlSOR could easily have been implemented on a single LISP machine 
and (2) the real-time FACILITY ADVISOR deserves a dedicated board. Never: 
theless, the early prolotype does demonstrale the fmiamenlal precept of this chap- 
ter: the FACILITY ADVISOR concepl works. 

As a final note, the prototype of the FACILITY ADVISOR testbed has been 
d~vised in a fa~rly flexible, portable manner owing to a variety of techniques: 

1 . Common LISP is being used tc) the exten1 possible on individual machines, 
2, Relatively portabie shells are also being used re.g.. KEE. HCSE, COMMON 

LOOPS, and IntelliShell ) . 
3. The C language is being inkgrated where feasible. 
4. COP is open to many new hardware configurations (including a ~ M D  

machine) . 
5.  The distributed compQnents and modules are being designed with pardlel 

implementation in mind, thereby increasing the possibiiity of incorporating 
tt massively parallel processor of some form. 

5. NEXT STEPS 

This chapter has described a DES approach caIled the FACILITY ADVISOR for 
supporting distrj bu tecl problem-salving prorocols common\ y encountered in real- 
time control and operations, The FACILITY ADVISOR is suggested as an attempt 
to prevent individual facilities from reinventing the wheel and to create a wajl to 
share new. useful ES technology, techniques. lessons learned. and insights. if ai l  
FACILITY ADVISOR goals can be met, the results will be a s e ~  of validated 
skeletal elements that any facility can readily tailor to its domain and that can be 
extended "simply " by adding appropriate rules to individud specialisr modules. 
To reach this god, a testbed is needed to evaluate the viability of what is described 
herein. Specifically, this testbed for the FACILITY ADVISOR is depicted in F ig= 
6 in terms of an illustrative faciIity consisting of N suptnlisory can~rolter positi~xls 
existing in conjunction with athw facilities. Figure 6 dso shows how the various 
SCP expen systems Qi, e . ,  Specialists) will ultimately be integrated inm the facility 
as advisors to the humans who currently perform those tasks and cognitive func- 
tions. In this advisoql role the Specialist ( I j watches what the task-level computer 
sends to each human. (3) fomulates recommendations. (3) advises the humans if 
queried, and (4) alens the humans if the Specialist "thinks" a given human's 
response is in error or if the human has failed to respond. Enormous amounts of 
validation testing are needed to reach this level of implementation to e n s u ~  tha? 
the various Specialists will help more than hurt the humans. Even more validation 
testing would be needed re ,g.. several years of actual facility operation) to deter- 
mine if the FACILITY ADVISOR'S recommendations and performance are con- 
tiflually good enough to warrant collapsing the individual SCP humans into a single 
human position as shown at the v e v  base of Figure 6 .  
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Of more immediate concern are four testing aspects of the FACILITY a- 
VISOR shown in Figure 6 :  1 

i 
t 

1 .  The l ~ g i c d  model of a singk generic SCP ES is shown to inch& nine 
cognitive functions (boxes) each of which requires separate and possibly i 
* 'parallel '' ES process. A11 but two of the processes t real-time execution and 
off-line planning) as explained h e a d y  are to be idmica1 across all scps 
and probably will only require one version to be built and tested. The two 

remaining processes, however, capture the dual nature of each SCP: real- 
time execution versus off-line problem solving and planning A dual calculus 
approach was discussed earlier: (a) d e ~ m l n i s t i c  situational calculus for real- 
time execution and (b) nondeteminis tic. belief-maintenance-oriented Easnn- 
ing for the data fusion, problem-sol ving, and adaptive planning aspects of 
each position. How each Spkielist's modules may best use these two rypes 
of reasoning must be tested extensively. 

2 .  In Figure 6, FACILITY ADVISOR is shown 10 encompass three represen- 
tative SCPs cooperating within a single facility, The intrafacility blackboard 
model and chair are felt to be identical from facility to facility: however, the 
specific modules of each of the three specialized SCPb need to be built and 
tested for SCP and faciliry-unique aspects. The same applies for modules of 
new SCP ESs. 

3. Up to this point discussion of testing has concentrated on how the real-time 
execution and wpet~tive planning needs of facilities can be satisfied with ES 
technology. Earlier discussion has also indicated a need for a tmjy adaptive 
planning capability: that is the ability to handle previously unplanned activ- 
ities such as (but not limited ta) new taqets  of opportunity, adaptlve instru- 
ment behavior, and rnissjon redefinitions. While adaptive behavior is a desjgm 
goal of t he  DES, the extent to which ir can be achieved is a relatively opn- 
ended research question; testing must also encompass validation of unplanned 
adaptive behavior. 

4, Finally, Figre 6 intimates that testing must account for cases of interfacility 
cooperation as we11 as management of mu1 tiple user requests simultaneously . 
This is achieved via the dynafic creatim and management of multiple copies 
of each SCP process and module on an as-needed basis. ESs are assigned to 
specific problems which they follow LO their cornpletlon. For example, the 
Operator is assigned to a single user request. If the Operator fails to process 
the request completely before another user request arrives. a ' 'copy ' ' of the 
Operator is created to handle the next request. All ES operations and working 
memory elements are recorded on disk as they occur. This facilitates both 
the accounting function and the abiiity to manage processor resources by 
putting copies to sleep (out of virtual memory) and waking them up as 
needed-for example, while awaiting other SCP or other facility inputs. All 
such features must be considered in the validation testing plan. 
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In summary, DES technology holds much promise as this chapter has attempted 
to elaborate. On the other hand, facility operations need ta be completed reliably 
and a no-risk approach is mandated. Since DES technology is relatively new, 
several years of exploratory development and testbedding are warranted to prove 
its capabilities. The next steps toward the integration of QESs into faciIity opera- 
tiom - to improve what we know and to determine what can in fact be delivered 
reliably. 
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